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People deal with trauma in many ways ; some by burying them deep down in 

their memories and others by remembering and acknowledging them . A way to 

remember such trauma is by representing them in a visual construction in the 

form of documentaries or movies . Schindler’s list is one such movie . It makes us 

recall one of the most gruesome events in history , the Holocaust . It tries to show 

an injustice dragged over years in the span of 3 hours and 17 minutes . The movie 

received a lot of praise and awards for its direction and performance , but there 

were some who didn’t find the movie worthy of the attention it was receiving . 

Despite all the controversies surrounding it , it is significant that one looks at it 

from all perspectives before coming to a conclusion .  

The film was directed by Steven Spielberg and released in 1993 , starring  Liam 

Neeson as the protagonist  Oskar Schindler . The plot revolves around his 

character and how he helps the Jewish people during the time of World War 2 .                                                                                                                                                     

Right from the opening scene to when the curtains close , the movie is 

prominently shot in a mainstream Hollywood aesthetic and narrative .  The 

lighting and angling of the shots are very selective in a sense to manipulate the 

audience into seeing what the director wants you to see . The visual tools helps 

narrate a story even when there is no actual narration/talking taking place . The 

film was celebrated in Hollywood  for this aspect of its cinematography and 

portrayal of images in frame . The presence of pop of colours in specific shots to 

provoke  the audience ,  and the rest of the film being black and white to both 

enable the viewer to pay equal attention to content of the film  and to facilitate 

remembrance of the era in which the event took place. Certain details such as 



Oscar Schindler’s character always being shown with a whiteness in aura around 

him so the audience know who the hero is and how contrasting shots were filmed 

of the Nazi’s being unbothered while violence took place against the Jews in the 

same frame was also a very Hollywood like and real touch that helped it go a long 

way in being celebrated as one of the best orchestrated movies and being 

considered historically viewable .  

At the same time , these aspects made it disputable for some . The 

aestheticization of a tragedy that killed 6 million Jews uncharitably is morally 

debatable . And this was not the only fault line of this film . It was brought up how 

the story side lines and makes the actual victims of the event a secondary 

character who’s shown as being frail . They are no longer the story , rather just a 

part of it . Priority is given to a Nazi supporter first and then to the Jews who 

survived the Holocaust . The millions who died without a name to their bodies 

were hardly given the spotlight . To an audience who views this film with no prior 

knowledge of the Holocaust ,  how accurate will be the information they take 

away from this?  It’s malapropos if the first thing that comes to their mind when 

Shoah is mentioned is an industrialist who supposedly saved 1100 Jews and not 

the horrifying killings and treatment of an entire race . Stanley Kubrick , an 

American director said in reference to the film “ Think that was about the 

Holocaust ? That was about success , wasn’t it ? The Holocaust is about six million 

people who get killed . Schindler’s list was about 600 people who didn’t ” .                                                                                                                                                                                                    

The inaccuracy of a lot of situations in the movie were also talked about . Articles 

came out which mentioned how even the portrayal of Schindler himself was 

erroneous and that the list didn’t even exist . This saturation of history makes us 

rethink how much of trust  can be put into this representation of information .               

It is significant now that one realizes it is not possible to depict an event , 

moreover an event of suffering and trauma exactly the way it occurred . No 

matter what the visuals used or the story told , the torment  felt by someone who 

physically witnessed the event or rather was a part of it , can never be replicated 

and can only be recreated .                                                                          

Schindler’s list did that . They took a historical happening and recreated it . But 

one question that lingers is if that recreation was okay . Doesn’t it portray a wrong 

form of the truth ? Here , American Artist  Martha Rosler’s statement comes into 

relevance ; “ You’re not going to catch me saying there’s such a thing as direct, 

unmediated truth, but there is more truth and less truth, better explanation and 

poorer explanation ” . So a more accurate question would be how much of the 



truth do they show ?  If the movie in question was supposed to be factual to the 

core , then it’s ethically wrong in ways for this movie to be considered a 

meticulous piece of historical representation because it’s not . It is significant that 

the audience understands that the movie is a  movie  and not a documentation 

of the past . A film is bound to have drama and a storyline to it so as to be called 

a form of entertainment .   

There will be history but it will be filtered for the sake of it being not too 

horrendous to be seen . And it’s important that one thinks about how sometimes 

this dilution of truth is acceptable. Instances where content is censored , even 

without seeing what’s happening , the viewer is able to subconsciously realize 

that what had happened was so deeply harrowing that it could not have been 

shown . Here then , by avoiding to show the complete reality , the audience is still 

impacted.                                                                                                                                                                                          

But then again it is also vital that one doesn’t censor the truth so much that it 

completely deviates from the topic itself . Finding the balance of moral 

correctness , representation , and viewer intake is crucial .  

So specific films depicting violence does allow the viewer to bear witness to 

history ; but always only to a certain degree . No form of media can provide the 

pure witnessing of the past . The killings and murders shown in Schindler’s list 

were true ; Jews died in unlawful mass murders and torment camps . But the way 

they decided to show this story , by focusing on a character who wasn’t a part of 

the agony of Shoah , makes it not a very reliable source to get educated about 

the Holocaust from . Documentaries like  ‘ Night and Fog ’ directed by  Alain 

Resnais provide a much more accurate viewing of the past due to the less filtering 

of the events that occurred . Even so , this short film also came with its own set 

of controversies about the Jews not being given the importance that they 

deserved . Here again it’s essential that we understand that some things are just 

too harsh to be shown . The American Writer and Filmmaker Susan Sontag  had 

questioned  the immoral unnecessary information that comes with images of 

violence. How much of trauma is okay to be shown and how much to be seen ? 

Still in comparison , this film would yet be a more reliable piece of information 

about Shoah than Schindler’s List was .  

Despite the arguable nature of Schindler’s List , the film does give its audience a 

look into the past and the surrounding feel of it . Most definitely as an 

educationally precise piece , the movie falls short . But as a Hollywood film meant  

for people who watch them , it was appreciable . The quantity and quality of 



history that the viewers got to witness was less of the truth but a slight essence 

was present due to its cinematography . And that’s much of what movies like this 

can do , give the essence of history but not the unfiltered reality of the past . 

Because bearing witness to history through visual or narrative representation will 

never be the same as living that story .  

 

 

  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

 


